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Objectives:

• To review clinical syndrome of radiation lung injury
• To discuss mitigation and management
• To discuss the challenges in follow up post lung RT



A 62 y.o. patient with past medical history significant for severe 
mental handicap  who presents with T1cN0M0 adenocarcinoma of 
the right lower lobe lung.

The patient required general anesthesia for all imaging and treatment. 
The patient received 34Gy in a single fraction according to RTOG 0915.







3 months post SBRT, the patient developed severe cough.



850cGy line



8 months post SBRT

Prednisone 20 mg bid x 2 weeks, then 
10 mg bid x 2 weeks, then 10 mg one 
daily for a week followed by 5 mg 
once daily for a week



Radiation pneumonitis (RP) is a common 
side effect of thoracic radiation therapy, 
with rates of grade (G) 2 or higher (G2+) RP 
near 20%



• RILI is a severe complication of thoracic RT and embraces radiation 
pneumonitis (RP) and radiation fibrosis

• It is caused by direct cytotoxic effect, oxidative stress, and 
immune-mediated injury. 

• It encompasses two phases: 
✓ Early phase known as Radiation Pneumonitis (RP), characterized by 

acute lung tissue inflammation as a result of exposure to radiation; 
and a 

✓ Late phase called Radiation Fibrosis (RF), a clinical syndrome that 
results from chronic pulmonary tissue damage



Radiation induced lung injury

● Clinical syndrome

● Pathophysiology

● Prevention/mitigation

● Treatment

● NTCP/QUANTEC/prediction models





Clinical RILI

Acute (pneumonitis) < 6 months Chronic (fibrosis) > 6 months

Constellation of pulmonary symptoms of varying severity, 
dependent on the degree of pulmonary involvement. 

Usually occurs within weeks to 3 months of RT, but may 
present sooner

Mild symptoms:
Cough
Low grade fever
Chest congestion/fullness

More severe symptoms:
Dyspnea
Pleuritic pain
Blood stained sputum

In the worst cases can lead to ARDS and acute cor
pulmonale

Physical examination usually benign, but may have signs of 
consolidation, friction rub or pleural effusion

Clinically presents as varying 
degrees of pulmonary 
impairment.  May not be 
associated with acute injury.

Characterized by progressive 
fibrosis of alveolar septa which 
can be detected by medical 
imaging

Typically follows area of high 
dose radiation, but with 
continued evolution may 
become distorted



Commonly used grading system for radiation induced lung toxicity



Normal alveoli

Pulmonary epithelium consists of two types of cells;
– Type I pneumocytes are involved in gas exchange and 

cover ~ 97 % of the alveolar surface
– Type II pneumocytes produce surfactant and can 

replicate and/or differentiate to replace damaged type 
I cells.



Pathophysiology of radiation-induced pneumonitis

A working hypothesis is that RILI is an abnormal 
healing response, which can be broken up into 3 
phases; 

● Injury

● Inflammation 

● Repair



Repair phase

Reactive species



Inflammatory phase (hours to weeks)

After acute injury, recruited inflammatory cells (leukocytes) secrete cytokines 
and growth factors to further recruit cells involved in the healing process

This normal inflammatory response is essential for wound healing, however 
in RILI, the inflammatory response is either prolonged or escalated for 
unclear reasons

Lung irradiation is characterized by a second wave of inflammation and 
cytokine release occurring at 6 – 8 weeks post exposure and associated 
with hypoxia, decreased perfusion and late lung injury







RILI Prevention/Mitigation/Treatment

Amifostine

Captopril /ACE-is

Pentoxifylline

Nintedanib



Curr Drug Targets. 2013 Oct; 14(11): 1347–1356.



An organic thiophosphate prodrug 
that is hydrolyzed in vivo by alkaline 
phosphatase to form active drug WR 
1065, which functions as a free 
radical scavenger

Amifostine















• Amifostine appears efficacious for acute esophageal and pulmonary toxicity 
reduction when administered to patients receiving CRT or RT alone for 
advanced-stage, inoperable NSCLC. 

• The results for both end-points are inconsistent, due to high statistical 
heterogeneity. 

• The optimum amifostine protocol for maximal efficacy is unclear. 

• Subcutaneous administration may reduce amifostine-related toxicity.

• Amifostine does not appear to alter response rates or survival after CRT or 
RT alone. 

• Further clinical data are required to determine whether amifostine should 
be routinely administered in patients with advanced NSCLC treated with

• radiotherapy.

Conclusion



Captopril // ACE-i // ARB

ACE-inhibitor and thiol free radical scavenger

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE-inhibitors) exhibit 
significant antifibrotic activity against collagen accumulation in the 
lungs; however, its effectiveness has proved in retrospective trials. 





Terminated prematurely due to poor accrual



Randomization between 20 mg of lisinopril or placebo once daily







Pentoxifylline

Xanthine derivative and phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks 
the synthesis of TNFa

There are multiple reports of decreased cutaneous fibrosis with 
pentoxifylline and one small randomized trial reports efficacy in 
preventing lung injury

Pentoxifylline has immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory 
properties mediated by the suppression of TNF-α and IL-1, which may 
play a role in treating of RF. 





• A statistically significant difference only for the 3-month chest X-ray results. The 6-month results were borderline 
significant (p = 0.059)

• The Grade 3 changes observed on the 3- and 6-month CT scans were more common in patients in the placebo group 
(25% and 20% vs. 10% and 5%, respectively), but the difference was not statistically significant. 

• The 6-month chest X-ray results were not statistically significant, but a higher grade of radiation lung damage was 
more pronounced in the placebo group.





• There are no established guidelines for the management of 
radiation-induced lung fibrosis.

• There is interest in studying antifibrotic therapy, such as 
nintedanib, for progressive fibrosing disease, but there are 
limited data to support efficacy.

• Two small studies have suggested that the use of the TKI 
nintedanib may prevent radiation pneumonitis and/or decrease 
the risk of recurrence of radiation pneumonitis in combination 
with prednisone.



• Nintedanib (BIBF 1120) is an inhibitor of multiple tyrosine kinases that 
have been implicated in pulmonary fibrosis. 

• It inhibits fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 and 3, platelet-derived 
growth factor receptor a and b, and vascular endothelial growth factor 
receptor 1, 2, and 3.

• These growth factors have been investigated as possible standalone 
therapeutic targets for pulmonary fibrosis

It is given orally at an initial dose of 150 mg 2 times per day for 12 weeks.





• There was an improvement in pulmonary exacerbations by 
the addition of nintedanib to a prednisone taper. 

• Further investigation is warranted for the use of nintedanib
for the treatment of RP.

Conclusions



• Volume of the irradiated parenchyma
• Absorbed radiation dose
• Number of fractions 
• Size of the individual dose per fraction
• Dose rate (the radiotherapy output device)

The Radiation factors that influence the time to onset 
and the severity of radiation-associated pneumonitis



Radiation dose/volume considerations







The incidence of radiation pneumonitis is likely correlated with 
the percentage of total lung receiving greater than 20 Gy (V20)

V20 (%) Risk of RP (%)

<25 2-4

25-37 2-12

>37 9-30

Current radiotherapy guidelines recognize mean lung dose and 
V20 as important dosimetric considerations and recommend a 
MLD < 20 Gy and V20 < 30-35% to keep risk of acute 
pneumonitis < 20%



Dose Constraints for Lung SBRT



RP Management and follow-up

BMC Pulmonary Medicine volume 21, Article number: 9 (2021) 



CHEST2017;151(4):861-874





Summary  in therapy for RILI

• Without significant prospective evidence, corticosteroids are the 
empiric mainstay of treatment for acute pneumonitis.

• Doses typically start at 60 – 100 mg of prednisone daily and are 
tapered over the course of 3 – 12 weeks

• As of yet, there are no therapies found to reverse or ameliorate 
established radiation fibrosis



• It is a clinical syndrome that occurs on a spectrum of mild 
symptoms to life-threatening ARDS and can be divided into acute 
pneumonitis (<6 months) and chronic fibrosis (> 6 months) phases

• Pneumonitis is likely the result of an abnormal healing response to 
ROS induced depletion of alveolar epithelium and the resultant 
inflammatory infiltrate.  This is further exacerbated and perpetuated 
by chronic hypoxia.

Summary in radiation lung injury



• Fibrosis results from TGFB induced fibroblast proliferation and activation 
incurred during the exaggerated inflammatory response.

• Agents such as amifostine, ACE inhibitors, pentoxifylline, TKI have been 
variably successful in preventing/mitigating radiation induced lung injury

• Corticosteroids (prednisone) are the empiric treatment of choice for 
pneumonitis, without significant supporting data.  There are no current 
effective therapies for radiation fibrosis.

• Patient and treatment factors play a role in the risk of RILI

• Careful radiation planning is critical

Summary in radiation lung injury



Follow up can be challenging after SBRT

• Tumor regression can take long time to 
occur

• Post SBRT fibrosis can complicate the 
interpretation of follow up imaging 



2 years post SBRT



Prior to SBRT 6 month post SBRT 10 month post SBRT 20 month post SBRT 2 years post SBRT



T2N0M0 Squamous cell carcinoma

50Gy in 5 fractions SBRT



3 months 6 months 9 months 12 months

15 months

SUV 2.3, previously 4.7

FOCI OF SCARRING AND MILD INFLAMMATION 
NEGATIVE FOR MALIGNANCY 



5 years post SBRT

In general, pulmonary fibrosis typically develops between 6 
and 24 months post-irradiation and stabilizes after 2 years 



RTOG 0618

A Phase II Trial of Stereotactic 
Body Radiation Therapy (SBRT) in 
the Treatment of
Patients with Operable Stage I/II 
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 



Absolute SUVmax before, after the first fraction and 12 weeks after 
completion of SBRT. SUVmax increased after the first fraction (p = 0.07) and 
decreased significantly 12 weeks after SBRT (p = 0.008)

Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging. 2011 38-38(6): 1059–1063.



Sequential axial PET (upper row), CT (middle row) and fused PET/CT (lower row) images of patient 3, 
before (a), after the first fraction (b) and 12 weeks after SBRT (c). SUVmax increased from 6.3 to 8.3 
after the first fraction. At 12 weeks SUVmax decreased to 1.3 (CMR) and was considered a partial 
response according to RECIST criteria

Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging. 2011 38-38(6): 1059–1063.



Follow-up

• CT scan every 3-4 months for 1-2 year, then every 6 months
• PET scan only when progressive consolidation on CT within or 

adjacent to tumor
• If PET uptake similar to pre-SBRT scan is considered as 

recurrent disease
• Otherwise continue to follow as NED 

Definition of local control?

Definition of metabolic response according to EORTC criteria

CMR complete metabolic response, PMR partial metabolic response, SMD stable 
metabolic disease, PMD progressive metabolic disease

Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging. 2011 38-38(6): 1059–1063.



Thank you!
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